
TBG Security Introduces Incident Response
Services to Address Critical Need to Prepare for
Cyber Threats
With the sophistication of Advanced Persistent
Threats (APT) posing new risks to enterprises,
TBG Security today introduced Incident Response
Services.

FRANKLIN, MA, UNITED STATES, April 24, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- With the sophistication of
Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) posing new
risks to enterprises and governments, TBG
Security a leading risk management solutions
provider, today introduced TBG’s Incident
Response Services offering.  The new portfolio of
services, including incident response preparation,
forensics, IR Discovery and IR tabletop exercises,
are designed to rapidly assist an organization
during an incident or breach and provide a
methodical approach to help enable organizations
to proactively prepare for, respond to, and mitigate
APT.   

According to the Verizon 2018 Data Breach Investigations Report, 68 % of breaches took months or
longer to discover. In many cases, it’s not even the organization itself that spots the breach—it’s often
a third party, like law enforcement or a partner. Worst of all, many breaches are spotted by customers.
You don’t need us to tell you how bad that would be for your brand reputation.

With TBG Security’s services
you’re not paying for the
privilege of having an
organization waiting around to
respond to an incident. We
work year round to improve
your response capabilities.”

Kevin Gorsline, COO

TBG Security’s Incident Response Services are designed to
help businesses prepare for, discover and respond to threats,
in a methodical and repeatable approach designed
specifically to reduce the risk of cyber incidents impacting
and/or disrupting your business.

Kevin Gorsline, COO at TBG Security states: “While other
organizations offer similar Incident Response Retainer
services, with TBG Security’s services you’re not simply
paying for the privilege of having an organization sitting
around waiting to respond to an incident.  TBG’s IR services

are designed to continually help an organization improve their overall IR readiness posture.”  With
TBG’s Incident Response Retainer your organization will be better prepared to deal with any security
incident in the timeliest manner possible with the greatest chance of success.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://tbgsecurity.com/it-security-consulting-services/incident-response-services/


TBG’s Incident Response Services are derived from TBG’s years of experience in handling real-time
incidents and are structured to adapt to today’s ever-changing threat landscape. Using a methodical
approach to IR readiness, these services focus on protecting your assets, improving your IR visibility
and overall readiness to respond to any cyber incident. 

TBG’s experienced cyber-defense professionals work with your team through all phases of a cyber
incident. 

Before an Incident

Preparation – TBG works closely with your team to gain a thorough understanding of the
environment. We will work with key stakeholders in the process to fully verse our team in the
technologies in place, along with the processes that exist for handling incidents when they occur.
This is coupled with an understanding of how escalation occurs, who the players are and what their
roles are. During this engagement TBG will work closely with your team to build an incident response
plan and run books that are focused on forensic data collection and chain of custody. 

During an incident

Analysis & Leadership – TBG can be called on during an active incident as a subject matter expert to
help guide and advise the IR team during containment, eradication and recovery. TBG is you trusted
partner during an incident and will be there to help lead your team thru the incident as needed.

Forensic Activity – TBG is ready and able to aid in forensic investigations as deemed necessary. The
operational run books we put in place during the Preparation phase will guide the IR customer
through the process of proper evidence collection, and chain of custody procedures. TBG will then
take forensic materials off site to our lab for analysis and reporting and work with your team on
remediation planning.

Incident Response Improvement

With our Incident Response plan, unlike other providers, you don’t pay to have us sit on the bench
and wait for an event to happen. On a quarterly basis we provide the following services.

Incident Response Discovery 

During IR DIscovery, TBG consultants will use automated and manual approaches to identify
indicators of malicious activities to provide you with an awareness of the overall security posture of
your computing environment and indicators your systems have been compromised. During a threat
hunt, breach investigators and TBG consultants examine your computing environment, including
workstations, laptops, servers, logs and network traffic. Using manual and automated tools, our
experts identify threats including those that frequently bypass standard security controls, such as
antivirus and intrusion detection tools. At the end of the hunt TBG will provide you with a detailed
report of our findings and threats identified in your environment.
Tabletop Exercises

The Tabletop Exercise are designed to evaluate the tools, processes and expertise your organization
uses to respond to cyber-attacks. Working with your team, TBG consultants will conduct a simulated
real-world situation lead by a TBG facilitator, where your team can interact to events as they unfold in
a classroom setting. Typically, the participants represent key areas that would be affected by an
incident. This fully inclusive exercise provides critical feedback on your incident response strategies
and areas of risk in a tabletop environment. At the end of the exercise TBG will provide a post-action



report with a timeline of events, detailed analysis of activities and strategic recommendations for
improving detection, response, containment of the incident.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:
•	Get more information on TBG Security’s Incident Response Services

About TBG Security Inc. 
TBG Security is a leading provider of information security and risk management solutions for fortune
100 and Fortune 500 companies. TBG designs and delivers cyber security solutions to work in
harmony with existing operations. Companies depend on TBG services in areas including risk
management, security policy, security strategies for compliance, business continuity, network security,
managed services, software and service integration and incident response.
For more information on how TBG Security can help your organization improve your overall security
posture visit https://tbgsecurity.com or contact us at (877) 233-6651. Find more information on TBG
Security’s Incident Response Services here.
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